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Abstract. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been success-
fully applied to solve the problem of correspondence estimation between
semantically related images. Due to non-availability of large training
datasets, existing methods resort to self-supervised or unsupervised train-
ing paradigm. In this paper we propose a semi-supervised learning frame-
work that imposes cyclic consistency constraint on unlabeled image pairs.
Together with the supervised loss the proposed model achieves state-of-
the-art on a benchmark semantic matching dataset.
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1 Introduction
The task of estimating correspondences across different images is one of the chal-
lenging problems in computer vision. Some popular lines of work include optical
flow estimation [1], tracking [2] or stereo fusion [3] that all require estimating
pixel-wise correspondences between an image pair. However, such problems deal
with images of the same scene or object without much change in appearance
or geometry of the scene. Such variations are challenges usually observed in se-
mantic matching, where the objective is to estimate correspondences between
semantically similar but different instances of the same object or scene.
The current approaches, like other fields in computer vision, can be broadly
categorized into hand-crafted [4],[5],[6] and deep learning based methods. Hand-
crafted methods employ features such as HOG,SURF or SIFT descriptors [7],[8],[9]
in association with a geometric regularizer to establish spatially consistent cor-
respondences. The deep learning based methods can be divided into following:
i)direct methods: that directly learn the correspondence as a matching func-
tion [10], [11] and ii)indirect methods: that first learn an embedding where
representations from similar image patch are mapped close to each other in
Euclidean space [12],[13] followed by correspondence estimation using nearest
neighbor search. However, this involves computationally heavy pairwise match-
ing between putative image patches (or regions) from each image.
One of the problems with training deep learning models is the requirement
of large amount of labeled data [14]. Using deep models to solve the semantic
matching problem also faces a similar issue, where popular datasets like Pro-
posal Flow [15] consists of about only 1400 image pairs with sparse ground-truth
key-point correspondences, with 700 image pairs used for training. Generating
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datasets with ground-truth transformations for semantic matching is a challeng-
ing task. Sampling images and transformations from a 3D model is feasible for
a single object but is not straightforward for multiple objects with intra-class
variations. Recent deep learning approaches have addressed this issue using the
self-supervised [10],[16] and unsupervised paradigm [11]. On the other hand ob-
taining image pairs with sparse ground-truth point correspondences is relatively
simple for small-sized datasets (e.g. Proposal Flow). However, it is even simpler
to obtain larger datasets with only image level correspondence. In this paper we
explore the semi-supervised semantic correspondence learning framework where
only a subset of the training image pairs are labeled with ground-truth corre-
spondences and the rest are unlabeled (or weakly labeled) i.e. only image level
correspondence information is available. In particular, we make the following key
contributions: i) we show that extending [10] to the supervised setting brings
significant increase in semantic matching performance, ii) we propose a novel
loss function based on geometric re-projection error via cycle consistency that
better complements the above supervised loss to make use of weakly-labeled
data.
2 Related Work
Semantic matching. Much of the earlier decade until recently has seen hand-
crafted features and descriptors like SIFT [7], DAISY [8] being used in matching
cross-instances of semantically related objects in images. SIFTFlow [17] uses
dense SIFT descriptors in an optimization pipeline that minimizes the matching
energy. More recently, Ham et al [15] introduced proposal flow that generates
dense correspondence by finding putative matches between object proposals.
This work along with Taniai et al [18] propose the use of HOG descriptors. With
the success of deep learning, CNN representations were used instead of hand-
crafted descriptors to establish correspondences. However, [15] shows that the
performance still lags behind hand-designed descriptors. This performance gap
is attributed to lack of fine-tuning the CNN representations for the target task
of semantic matching.
Deep learning for dense correspondence. The success of learning deep fea-
tures in related problems like optical flow[1], stereo fusion has motivated similar
application for semantic matching. Choy et al [19] propose a universal correspon-
dence network for learning fine-grained high resolution feature representation
using metric learning. The representations are then used to establish correspon-
dences after geometric verification. Similarly, [12] uses correspondences between
region proposals that pass a geometric verification check to fine tune the rep-
resentations of the network. Kim et al [20] introduce a CNN descriptor termed
fully convolutional self-similarity which are then combined with the proposal
flow based geometric consistency check. The proposed CNN based approaches
are at the same level or better than hand-engineered features, but, include costly
pairwise matching between candidate regions. On the other hand, [21], [10],[11]
learn the correspondence and feature representation in an end-to-end framework.
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Fig. 1. Cycle consistency.. Under cycle consistency constraint transfer error, e of
pixel PA, under the transformations θAB o θBA should be close to zero.
Unsupervised correspondence learning. It is common knowledge that neu-
ral networks are data hungry models. Transfer learning alleviates the problem
to certain extent, but the main challenge lies in the effective use of large amount
of unlabeled data. Zhou et al [22] propose a training procedure for their network
that can learn to predict relative camera motion and depth without supervi-
sion using large amount of videos. Similarly, [23] propose to learn homography
transformation between an image pair without using ground-truth transforma-
tion information. [24] introduced a semi-supervised paradigm based on GAN
that learns optical flow from both labeled synthetic datasets and unlabeled real
videos. The key recipe in all these algorithms is the idea of photometric con-
sistency. However, in the field of semantic matching, due to large appearance
variations, this color constancy constraint does not hold.
Rocco et al [10] propose learning a set of transformations in an iterative man-
ner using synthetically generated ground-truth transformations. As a follow up
[11] an unsupervised transformation learning method is proposed that uses fea-
ture similarity score at pixel positions consistent with the predicted transforma-
tion.
Cycle consistency loss. Cycle consistency has been used to learn correspon-
dence in a variety of settings [25],[26] where images are defined as nodes and the
pairwise flow fields define the edges. The main idea is to minimize the net dis-
tance between the key-points in source image and its estimated position obtained
by traversing the cycle using respective flow fields. Zhou et al [21] extends the
idea to the framework of CNNs by leveraging 3D models to create cyclic graphs
between the rendered synthetic views and pairs of images. The network is made
to predict transformations for image-image and image-synthetic pairs. Using
the 4-cycle constraint, the synthetic-synthetic transformation is estimated and
compared with the ground-truth to generate gradients. However, the method
necessitates the availability of 3D models and sampling appropriate synthetic
views.
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3 Proposed method
3.1 Background
In this section we give the reader a brief background of the correspondence
estimation via geometric transformation. In [10] a CNN based architecture is
proposed, which given two images IA, IB , estimates the parameters θAB of the
geometric transformation TAB between them. The network consists of three
sequential stages as explained next.
Feature extraction layer that extracts feature representation for each image
fA, fB , where f ∈ Rw×h×d is a tensor. This can be interpreted as d dimen-
sional representations at w × h locations. The tensor representations are then
L2 normalized.
Correlation layer computes the correlation between the normalized features
resulting in a tensor cAB ∈ Rw×h×(w×h).
Regression layer is the final stage of the geometry estimation network con-
sisting of a series of convolutional layers and a fully connected layer that finally
outputs the parameters of the geometric transformation. Two types of geometric
transformations are considered, affine and thine-plate spline (tps). The transfor-
mation estimates are computed in an iterative manner. In the first iteration the
network outputs affine parameters. Then, IA is warped using the estimated trans-
formation and feed-forwarded through the second geometry estimation network
which outputs the tps parameters. The only difference between the networks in
both iteration is in the final fully connected layer which outputs 6 estimates for
affine transformation and 18 for thin-plate spline. The final transformation is a
composition of the estimated transformations.
Loss function that the network parameters are optimized on is a novel grid loss
unlike traditional approaches which directly minimizes the L2 error between the
estimated and ground truth transformation parameters. A fixed grid of points
G = {gi}, where g ∈ R2 and N = |G|, is defined on IB is transformed using
the estimated and ground truth transformations, θˆ and θ, to obtain Tθˆ and
Tθ respectively. The self-supervised grid loss is then computed as the L2 error
between the transformed grid locations :
Lss =
1
N
N∑
i=1
||Tθˆ(G)− Tθ(G)||2 (1)
3.2 Semi-supervised learning
We now proceed to show how the above self-supervised geometric transformation
network can be trained in a semi-supervised manner. In semi-supervised learning,
we assume to have a dataset of image pairs, Dl labeled with the information of
corresponding keypoints. In addition, we have a unlabeled (or weakly labeled)
dataset, Dul of image pairs with only image level correspondence.
Supervised learning. In [22], the authors propose a training procedure to learn
relative camera pose and monocular depth estimation by providing supervision
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only at the meta-task of view synthesis. Thereby, without explicit supervision
the network learns to solve intermediate tasks of relative camera pose and depth
estimation. The only requirement is that the intermediate tasks should be dif-
ferentiable w.r.t meta-task to allow back-propagation. Equation 1 has a similar
formulation, where the network is forced to learn accurate geometric transfor-
mations to better solve the meta-task of minimizing the grid loss. Thereby in a
supervised setting with ground-truth pixel correspondences PA and PB between
IA and IB , where P = {pj}, p ∈ R2×M represents the M corresponding pixel
locations in each image, Equation 1 can be re-written as :
Ls =
1
M
M∑
i=1
||TθˆBA(PB)− PA||2 (2)
Although there are multiple geometric transformations that can fit to a given
set of sparse correspondences, the intuition here is that the network will learn
to generalize as it observes a diverse set of image pairs and pixel correspon-
dences(e.g. image pairs arising from different object categories have a different
distribution of keypoints in correspondence).
Unsupervised learning. In order to learn geometric transformation from un-
labeled image pairs, we propose a self-consistent grid loss. We consider an unla-
beled image pair as a directed 2-cycle graph, where the edge represents forward
flow/transformation. Cycle consistency [25] states that pixels or points defined in
one image, when transferred through the composition of transformations along
the edges, should have a zero net displacement as shown in Fig. 1. To accom-
modate this constraint, we compute both the forward and backward geometric
transformations. Thereafter instead of computing the error in the space of the
transformed grid positions, we compute the self-consistent grid loss that mea-
sures the loss in the original grid locations. Equation 1 can now be written for
the unsupervised case as :
Lus =
1
N
N∑
i=1
||TθˆAB (TθˆBA(G))−G||2 (3)
Converging to the true solution using the proposed loss is not trivial as an
identity transformation completely satisfies the constraints of the proposed loss
function. However, in the semi-supervised setting, this will not be the case as
identity transformation will produce high loss for the labeled image pairs. The
semi-supervised objective has the following formulation:
L =
∑
I∈Dl
Ls(I) + β
∑
I′∈Dul
Lus(I
′), (4)
where β balances the supervised and unsupervised loss functions and is obtained
using validation data.
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4 Experimental Results
In this section we present the experimental settings to test the proposed method.
4.1 Datasets
In line with previous work [10],[11],[12],[15], we train the transformation esti-
mation model using the PF-PASCAL dataset [15]. The dataset consists of 1400
image pairs with corresponding key-point annotations. Training,validation and
test sets are obtained using the split proposed in [11] resulting in about 700,300
and 300 image pairs respectively. The image pairs are also classified into 20 ob-
ject categories.
Labeled data.We increase the size of the training set to about 2500 using
random flipping of image pairs and represent it by Dl. This results in repetitions
of image pairs. It is also ensured all test or validation image pairs are removed
from Dl.
Unlabeled data.The total number of all possible image pairs that can be gen-
erated from PF-PASCAL dataset is around 33000. However, there is a class
imbalance in terms of number of images per object category. This implies the
number of possible pairs is also quadratically disproportionate across categories.
In order to avoid this class imbalance, we upper bound the number of pairs per
category to 100. To this set of image pairs we further add the labeled set Dl, but,
remove the correspondence information. The combined set forms our unlabeled
set Dul with 7400 image pairs.
Evaluation criteria.We evaluate the proposed approach using the probability
of correctly matched key-points (PCK) metric. This metric counts the number
of key-points in the source image whose projection on the target image based on
the correspondence prediction lies within a given threshold. As recommended in
practice, the key-point coordinates are normalized in the range [0,1] using the
respective image width and height. A distance threshold of 0.1 is used to count
the correctly transferred keypoints.
4.2 Baselines
We compare our proposed semi-supervised method with the recent state-of-the-
art methods: SCNet [12] and its variants,CNNGeo [10] and CNNGeo2[11]. CN-
NGeo trained using the loss functions defined in Equations 2, 3 are termed CN-
NGeoS and CNNGeoU respectively. The combination CNNGeoS + CNNGeoU
(Equation 4) is the proposed method. In order to evaluate the performance of
our semi-supervised model, we create a baseline model CNNGeoS + CNNGeo2.
This baseline model, referred as CNNGeoS2, is also trained using Equation 4
where the unsupervised loss is now driven by CNNGeo2 instead of the proposed
CNNGeoU. We guide the reader to Table 1 for a more comprehensive under-
standing.
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4.3 Implementation details
Network Architecture.Recent methods [11],[27],[28] have shown that archi-
tectures from the ResNet family [29] are well suited to the task of estimating
transformations. We proceed with the ResNet-101 architecture truncated at the
conv4-23 layer. This forms the feature extraction layer (c.f. Section 3.1). The
correlation and regression layer has the same architecture as in [11,10]. The
network is pre-trained end to end using [10].
Training details.The network is based on PyTorch [30] framework and is
trained and evaluated on PF-PASCAL dataset using the split detailed in Section
4.1. All training images are resized to 240 × 240 resolution. Back-propagation is
done using Adam [31] optimizer with a batch size of 16. These settings are shared
by all the geometric transformation methods listed in Table 1. The learning rate
is set to 5.10−8 for CNNGeo, CNNGeo2 and CNNGeoS2. Particularly, for CN-
NGeoS2 increasing the learning rate led to drastic drop in keypoint transfer
accuracy. CNNGeoS and our proposed model are trained with a higher learning
rate of 5.10−6 as it produced better results on the validation set. β is set to 1
for the proposed semi-supervised method and the baseline CNNGeoS2.
Methods Self-supervised Supervised Unsupervised
CNNGeo X
CNNGeo2 X
CNNGeoS X
CNNGeoS2 X X
CNNGeoU X
Proposed X X
Table 1. Comparison of supervisory methods for baseline methods.The table
shows the various baseline geometric transformation methods and the nature of the ob-
jective function. The models CNNGeoS and CNNGeoS2 (CNNGeoS + CNNGeo2) are
the baseline models. It is compared to our proposed model (CNNGeoS + CNNGeoU).
4.4 Results
We evaluated the baselines and existing methods on the PF-PASCAL test set
and present our results in Table 2. Overall, the proposed semi-supervised ap-
proach outperforms the existing methods and the baseline geometric transfor-
mation models. The comparison with SCNet is not direct as we use ResNet-101
architecture which learns powerful representation than VGG-16 used by SC-
Net. However, the proposed approach and the baseline models (CNNGeo* in
Table 2) were trained using a similar training setup and hence the comparison
is fair and direct. Supervised model CNNGeoS clearly performs better than the
self-supervised CNNGeo and unsupervised model CNNGeo2 as expected. This
implies the model is able to learn valid geometric transformations using only
sparse correspondences.
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aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow d.table dog horse m.bike person p.plant sheep sofa train tv mean
LOM[15] 73.3 74.4 54.4 50.9 49.6 73.8 72.9 63.6 46.1 79.8 42.5 48 68.3 66.3 42.1 62.1 65.2 57.1 64.4 58 62.5
SCNet-A 67.6 72.9 69.3 59.7 74.5 72.7 73.2 59.5 51.4 78.2 39.4 50.1 67 62.1 69.3 68.5 78.2 63.3 57.7 59.8 66.3
SCNet-AG 83.9 81.4 70.6 62.5 60.6 81.3 81.2 59.5 53.1 81.2 62 58.7 65.5 73.3 51.2 58.3 60 69.3 61.5 80 69.7
SCNet-AG+ 85.5 84.4 66.3 70.8 57.4 82.7 82.3 71.6 54.3 95.8 55.2 59.5 68.6 75 56.3 60.4 60 73.7 66.5 76.7 72.2
CNNGeo 82.4 80.9 85.9 47.2 57.8 83.1 92.8 86.9 43.8 91.7 28.1 76.4 70.2 76.6 68.9 65.7 80 50.1 46.3 60.6 71.9
CNNGeo2 83.7 88 83.4 58.3 68.8 90.3 92.3 83.7 47.4 91.7 28.1 76.3 77 76 71.4 76.2 80 59.5 62.3 63.9 75.8
CNNGeoS 87.6 88.0 87.4 79.2 75.0 93.8 93.1 77.0 60.0 87.5 60.9 67.6 70.9 78.7 72.2 80.0 100.0 80.9 73.3 70.6 79.5
CNNGeoS2 85.3 88.0 78.9 54.2 78.1 88.4 92.8 79.9 51.5 85.4 28.1 72.8 67.9 75.1 66.4 75.7 100.0 59.5 63.3 62.8 74.8
Proposed 89.3 87.4 90.4 66.7 76.6 91.7 95.1 72.1 72.9 87.5 76.6 78.1 80.1 84.2 68.4 86.7 100.0 84.5 86.0 93.9 83.7
Table 2. Per class PCK on PF-PASCAL dataset. PCK threshold, α = 0.1. The
proposed model outperforms the existing methods. However, our model uses more su-
pervisory data than the current state-of-the-art CNNGeo2. Nevertheless, baseline mod-
els CNNGeoS and CNNGeoS2 based on the recent state-of-the-art are outperformed
by our proposed model.
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. Qualitative results of image warps as estimated by CNNGeoS. Each
figure has 3 columns represented by the source image, target image and the warped
source image according to the estimated tps transformation.
We now compare the baseline model CNNGeoS2 and our proposed method,
which were trained in a semi-supervised framework. The proposed model sets
the state-of-the-art in semantic matching across multiple object categories. This
also shows that the proposed unsupervised loss (Equation 3) is complementary
to the supervised loss function. Also, both the supervised and unsupervised loss
in our model operate in the space of normalized pixel space unlike CNNGeoS2
where the unsupervised loss operates directly on feature representations.
Fig. 2,3, and 4 shows some qualitative results where the source image is
warped using the estimated transformations from the baselines (CNNGeoS and
CNNGeoS2) and the proposed method respectively.
5 Conclusion
We presented a semi-supervised learning paradigm to address the problem of
semantic matching. In particular, we demonstrated that cycle consistency can
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3. Qualitative results of image warps as estimated by CNNGeoS2. Each
figure has 3 columns represented by the source image, target image and the warped
source image according to the estimated tps transformation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Qualitative results of image warps as estimated by the proposed
method. Each figure has 3 columns represented by the source image, target image
and the warped source image according to the estimated tps transformation.
be integrated with supervised methods to learn correspondence from unlabeled
data. Results show that our proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art
semantic matching methods.
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